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Craft Design Innovation Project is an attempt to initiate an all 
inclusive and participatory process, bringing together the fields 
of craft and design.  The idea is to engage with community and 
foster the idea of innovation within them. With an all inclusive 
approach, each individual  is valued and becomes an important 
part of the entire process. This entire process and approach is 
not planned as a series or sequence of events, rather they are 
like a web of activities which may repeat, overlap and coincide 
with others.  Divided over three phases, this project attempts 
to strengthen the relationship with craft community and 
empower them with multiple skills of craft design innovation. 
This project was conducted through a series of workshops, 
training sessions and exposure sessions. The project was 
initiated in early 2015  with support from Manthan Educational 
Programme Society. A series of activities and events have been 
conducted in the rural and urban settings since its inception in 
2015. The project is still ongoing and the phases of this project 
are mentioned below:
Phase 1: Craft Innovation Training Program
Phase 2: Community driven Innovation Training Program
Phase 3: Spatial reconfiguration of the work spaces

The project began with a detailed mapping which produced 
comprehensive information consisting of craft process images, 
craftspeople data, tools and techniques, final product details 
etc.The mapping stage gave a deeper insight on the number 
of active craft practices and also helped to understand the 
community better. 

Introduction
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The project ‘Re-articulating the workspaces of terracotta craft 
cluster of Gundiyali’ was conducted by Design Innovation and 
Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT University along with 
Manthan Educational Programme Society, Ahmedabad. 

The intention of this project was to enrich the craft spaces 
and craft activities by facilitating better infrastructure and to 
increase the spatial as well as work efficiency. Further to add 
more value, various supported activities were added in the 
identified pockets in the village, encouraging tourism and 
keeping craftspeople connected to the visitors and vice versa.

The duration of the project was 10 months. It was initiated in 
February 2017 and lasted till December 2017.
Organiser:
Design Innovation and Craft Resource Centre (DICRC), CEPT 
University, Ahmedabad

Partner organisation:
Manthan Educational Programme Society, Ahmedabad

Funded by:
Manthan Educational Programme Society, Ahmedabad

Project overview
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Gundiyali is located near Mandvi which was once a major port 
of the region and has a 400 year old ship building industry, 
which is practiced by the Kharva community that still builds 
small wooden ships. The proximity of Gundiyali to the shore 
and a major trade route enabled export of the clay products 
in earlier times. 

The village is divided into various community zones. There 
are round 1248 houses out of which 160 houses are of 
Kumbhars i.e. potters. The craft cluster of Gundiyali, holds 
an immense historical, religious, economic significance. At 
present the terracotta cluster of Gundiyali can be defined as 
an ‘established cluster’ and can be further worked upon to 
develop it into a ‘mature cluster’.  With Kutch established as 
one of the biggest tourist destination, there are already an 
ample amount of tourist that visit the district. But the tourism 
activities are limited to the Bhuj and the popular Kutch 
Festival.

 Gundiyali, with an established cluster has the potential 
to develop into a craft tourist hub due to its location, the 
established craft cluster, its historical significance and more 
importantly the willingness of the people and stakeholders to 
develop it as a creative hub.

The potter’s village : Gundiyali
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Images of the village

The closed shop fronts in the village used as gathering point for the 
people

Presently, few houses are mud houses with naliya roofd and mud plaster

Corners of the village are occupied by small eatble shops
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The space in front of masjid is used by potters to store their baked 
products

The strret edge being used to store raw clay by potters. The mud houses being replaced by concrete block houses

The street edge in the viilage is used by potters to store their raw 
material for firing
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Craft Innovation Training Program (2015)

International students trying their hands on experience on wheel 
with the artisans in Gundiyali

Students trying to document the process and traditional patterns 
through sketches during their visit to Gundiyali

Mastercraftsperson Ali Mohammad bhai interviewed by the internationtional students regarding his journey with Pottery craft
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Previous engagements with the 
community

To further engage the community and trigger new ideas and 
thoughts, various contextual programs were conducted. 

These were - the Craft Innovation Training Program (April 
2015), Craft Exposure Sessions in Ahmedabad (August 2015), 
International Exchange workshop  as part of International 
Master of Interior Architectural Design, IMIAD (September 
2015), Craft Demonstration Sessions (January 2016), 
Community driven Innovation Training  Program (February 
2016), Digitising and archiving Craft products (July 2016), 
Exhibition and demonstration at Maker Fest (January 2017). 

The aim of these programs were to expose the craft 
community to the contemporary market and inculcate the 
sense of craft design innovation to sustain their crafts and 
develop new products for the emerging markets.
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International Exchange workshop, IMIAD (September 2015)

International students trying their hands on experience on wheel 
with the artisans in Gundiyali

Students trying to document the process and traditional patterns 
through sketches during their visit to Gundiyali

Mastercraftsperson Ali Mohammad bhai interviewed by the internationtional students regarding his journey with Pottery craft
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Craft demonstration at National Craft Fair (January 2016)

International students trying their hands on experience on wheel 
with the artisans in Gundiyali

Students trying to document the process and traditional patterns 
through sketches during their visit to Gundiyali

Mastercraftsperson Ali Mohammad bhai interviewed by the internationtional students regarding his journey with Pottery craft
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Tatva: Community driven Innovation Program (February 2016)

Team in Gundiyali explaining the methodology cards made 

Prof. Jay Thakkar giving the presentation in Gundiyali regarding the community driven innovation program

Craft researcher Rishav explaining the cards to the kids 
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Kalakosh, a digital archieve made for the artisans to record their 
products 

Bhargav explaining the working of the digital archieve.

Bhargav demonstrating the first model of the digital archieve in 
Gundiyali

Kalakosh: Digitising and archieving craft products (January 2016)
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Craft demonstration at Maker Fest (January 2017)

Visitors trying their hands on experience on wheel with the artisans in Maker Fest, Ahmedabad

Visitors trying their hands on experience on wheel with the artisans 
in Maker Fest, Ahmedabad

Demonstration of the digital archieve for the potter’s community at 
Maker Fest, Ahmedabad
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Event X, Unbind, Bangalore (April 2017)

Ali bhai helping a student to make pot

Ali Mohammad bhai teaching a student to give shape to the clay on the wheel

Visitors buying the products displayed by the craftspeople in 
Bangalore
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After thorough participatory mapping , conducting 
contextual programs and connecting the craftspeople to 
consumer groups, there was a need to relook at the existing 
infrastructure facilities available with them. The infrastructure 
of village was mapped and various pockets were identified in 
the village to create possible interaction spaces to hold tourist 
related activities. The intention behind inserting various 
activities in the village is to add on more value to the craft 
activities through these supported activities, to encourage 
tourism and to keep the craftspeople connected to the 
people and vice versa. The activities which were proposed 
after this stage were Craft  Museum, exhibition gallery, 
community training centre, craft shops and computer centre.

Need for spatial re-configuration

Reconfiguration parameters
The major parameters for the unit selection were skills of the 
artisan, craft participation, market reach, spatial qualities, 
spatial arrangement and products made by the craftsperson. 
On a prior stage, to improve the work efficiency and the spatial 
efficiency, unit upgradation is proposed of two houses. The 
houses of Ali Mohammad Kumbhar, Yakub bhai Kumbhar are 
selected. The idea is to take two diverse houses, which offer 
different opportunities for spatial organisation.
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Spatial 
re-configuration of 
workspaces02
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Mapping the craft houses

A detailed  mapping was conducted through a visual based 
mapping application form  using ODK Platform developed at 
DICRC. The mapping produced comprehensive information 
which consisted of craft process images, craftspeople data, 
tools and techniques, final product details etc. The data 
collected through the mapping was thus uploaded on the 
Building Craft Lab (an online portal developed by DICRC). The 
intention was to put this data on an online platform which 
could be accessed by anyone from anywhere in the world. 

A detailed architectural mapping of spaces was done. The 
spatial organisation, sequence of spaces and their relation 
to craft activities, nature of spaces, activity mapping of the 
people using the space, relationship of craft activities with 
time, etc. was majorly looked upon. The participatory spatial 
mapping allowed open discussions with the community 
members regarding the use of spaces, the person using the 
space. 
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Making clay Making 
products

Firing
products

Painting
products

Drying
products

Storing
products

Dispatching
products

The pottery craft activities, though take place parallely during 
the day, but follows sequence right from making clay to 
dispartching products. The series of activities is being listed 
below.

Mapping the craft activities
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Kneading clay
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Making products
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Drying products

4 pots per sq. m

9 medium pots per sq. m

25 small gullak per sq. m

132 diyas per sq. m
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Painting products
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Firing products
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Storing products

900 mm

45
7 

m
m

900 mm

60
0 

m
m
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Inferences from the study

Making clay

2 sq. m per person

Making products

2.22 sq. m per person

Firing products

Painting products

2.5 sq. m per person

Drying products

0.9 sq. m to 3.7 sq. m according to the product 
size

0.9 sq. m to 3.7 sq. m according to the product 
size

Storing products

14 sq. m including the immediate storage of 
the products after firing

The detailed study of the activites lead to the round off area 
of the specific craft activities per sq. metre.
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Activity

Site oriented Unit 
oriented

Modularity
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Facilitation strategy

This stage, analytical in nature, builds upon the work done 
during the previous stages to arrive at strategies and 
implementation plans. The proposed strategies are centered 
around the viability of the craft tourist activities and its 
long term socio-cultural and economic impacts. A detailed 
strategy is developed encompassing various activities (and 
its intentions and impacts), sustainable business and revenue 
model, marketing and promotions and collaborative funding 
plan. The strategies are developed in consultation with the key 
stakeholders of the community.
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Identified units

Unit of Yakub bhai
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Identified units

Yakub bhai Kumbhar
Yakub bhai Kumbhar is one of the master craftspeople of the 
community. 
He works with the traditional wheel called chakda. Range of 
products are being made by him like water pots, haandi to 
store dahi and milk, diyas, etc.
Yakub bhai owns a house which is shared by his two sons. 

Ali Mohammad  bhai Kumbhar
Ali Mohammad bhai Kumbhar is one of the master craftspeo-
ple of the community. 
He makes traditional products like water jugs, water bottles, 
bird feeders, bird house, glasses, tea cups, etc. Ali bhai live in 
a cluster where the entire land is being shared by him and his 
two brothers. The house of Ali bhai is being shared by his two 
sons. 
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Unit 1: House 
of Yakub bhai 
Kumbhar2.1
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Yakub bhai Kumbhar and Fatmaben Yakub bhai

Husen bhai Kumbhar and Jamilaben Husen bhai

Aksa Sajid Sajid

Khosaramben Siddhiq bhai and Siddhiq bhai Kumbhar
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Family of Yakub bhai

Yakub bhai Kumbhar is one of the mastercraftsperson of 
Gundiyali. He is been practicing the pottery craft since past 
more than 25 years. He works with throwing technique on 
wheel and make range of products.

Fatmaben Yakub bhai, wife of Yakub bhai Kumbhar is one of 
the most skillful women in terms of painting. She is practicing 
the craft since more than 20 to 22 years. She also knows 
throwing technique. She makes artefacts like toys and paints 
the matkas and other products with traditional designs using 
gheru. 

Husenbhai Kumbhar, the elder son of Yakub bhai and 
Fatmben ben is practicing the throwing technique on wheel 
since past 15 years.

Jamilaben Husenbhai, wife of Husenbhai is practicing pottery 
painting since past 10 years. She is involved in craft activities 
like grinding, kneading and making clay, drying prodcuts, 
painting products and firing them. 

Sidhiq bhai Kumbhar is the younger son of Yakub bhai and 
Fatmaben and is involved in the making of products, firing 
and packing of products

Khosaramben, wife of Sidhiqbhai is practicing pottery since 
past 6-7 years. She is mainly involved in the clay making 
process, drying and firing process.
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Workspaces

The spatial arrangement in Yakub bhai’s hpuse is linear in 
nature. But the activities happening in the spaces make it 
organic. The craft activities happen parallel to the domestic 
activities. Hence, domestic space like the otla (the front 
platform at the entrance) is used to dry products, paint 
products, stack the products. As the participation of men and 
women is equal in the craft process, the activities in his house 
is largely around the domestic spaces. 
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Legend:

1.   Entrance
2.   Drying space
3.   Painting space
4.   Cooking/eating space
5.   Product making space
6.   Clay making space
7.   Storage space for clay products and household stuff
8.   Raw clay storage
9.   Finished product storage
10. Kitchen
11. Room for storing carbs and product making materials
12. Bathroom and toilet
13. Open platform
14. Washyard
15. Poltry farm
16. Chicken shop

Present scenario

1

2



Images of the present spaces

The space in front of the working space used to paint products and 
as a temporary kitchen

Entrance of the house used to dry products, stack dried and fired 
products

The working space of the artisans used to make products on wheel 
and paint products

The clay grinding and dough making space adjacent to main 
working area of the artisans



The poultry farm 

The raw clay storage area, also used as drying area

Naturally shaded platform used to keep baked product leftovers

The shed used to store baked prodcuts after firing

Draft copy: August 2018
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Craft spaces
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Domestic
 spaces



Craft 
related 

activities
Storing raw 

clay
Soaking raw 

clay
Grinding clay Making clay Making 

products
Drying 

products
Painting 
products

Firing products Storing fired 
products

Packing fired 
products

Space

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Fatmaben Yakub bhai Husen bhai Jamilaben 
Husen bhai

Siddhiq bhai Khosaramben 
Siddhiq bhai

Yakub bhai
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Craft 
related 

activities
Storing raw 

clay
Soaking raw 

clay
Grinding clay Making clay Making 

products
Drying 

products
Painting 
products

Firing products Storing fired 
products

Packing fired 
products

Space

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Space usage chart

Activity v/s space

The activity  v/s space chart helped to identify the 
participation of  the family members in the craft activity. It 
also helped to figure out the use of space by each member of 
the family which is helpful in designing the spaces.

1

2 3

4 5

6

8 9
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Craft 
related 

activities
Storing raw 

clay
Soaking raw 

clay
Grinding clay Kneading clay Making 

products
Drying 

products
Painting 
products

Firing products Storing fired 
products

Packing fired 
products

Time

8:00 AM

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

01:00 PM

02:00 PM

03:00 PM

04:00 PM

05:00 PM

06:00 PM

07:00 PM
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Craft 
related 

activities
Storing raw 

clay
Soaking raw 

clay
Grinding clay Kneading clay Making 

products
Drying 

products
Painting 
products

Firing products Storing fired 
products

Packing fired 
products

Time

8:00 AM

9:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

01:00 PM

02:00 PM

03:00 PM

04:00 PM

05:00 PM

06:00 PM

07:00 PM

Fatmaben Yakub bhai Husen bhai

Jamilaben 
Husen bhai

Siddhiq bhai Khosaramben 
Siddhiq bhai

Yakub bhai

Activity v/s time

The activity v/s time chart helped to figure out the particular 
craft activity happening at specific time of the day. It also 
helped to identify the activities happening parallel to each 
other which furthermore lead to identify the people doing 
that activity.

Activity mapping chart
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Spatial assessment

In order to equip a village or town to host tourists for various 
activities, it will need certain amount of base infrastructure 
as well as services. In order to create possible avenues for 
conducting various tourist activities, it is imperative that the 
spaces are dynamic and equipped to host multiple events. 
This stage assesses the existing infrastructure available with 
the community built environment and suggest possible 
expansions and upgradation plans. The process is an all 
inclusive and participatory process where craft community 
in consultation with design experts identify the key physical 
resources and strategize its development. Based on the 
initial mapping and assessment of the existing infrastructure 
available with the community, the stage ends with suggestive 
measures and plans for expansion. 
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Legend:

1.   Entrance  
2.   Drying space
3.   Painting space
4.   Cooking/eating space
5.   Product making space
6.   Clay making space
7.   Storage space for clay products
8.   Raw clay storage
9.   Finished product storage
10. Kitchen
11. Room for storing carbs and product making materials
12. Bathroom and toilet
13. Open platform
14. Washyard
15. Poltry farm

16.   Chicken shop  
17.   Clay machines
18.    Shops for selling products 

Proposed options

Proposed option 1
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Legend:

1.   Entrance  
2.   Drying space
3.   Painting space
4.   Cooking/eating space
5.   Product making space
6.   Clay making space
7.   Storage racks for clay products 
8.   Raw clay storage
9.   Finished product storage
10. Kitchen
11. Room for storing carbs and product making materials
12. Bathroom and toilet
13. Open platform
14. Washyard
15. Poltry farm

16.   Chicken shop  
17.   Clay machines
18.    Shops for selling products 

Proposed option 2

1

2
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4
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121213 1415
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9,  11
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Proposed option 3

Proposed options

1

3

4
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2
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17
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15

16

9

Legend:

1.   Entrance  
2.   Drying space
3.   Painting space
4.   Cooking/eating space
5.   Product making space
6.   Clay making space
7.   Storage space for clay products
8.   Raw clay storage
9.   Finished product storage
10. Kitchen
11. Room for storing carbs and product making materials
12. Bathroom and toilet
13. Electric kiln
14. Washyard
15. Poltry farm

16.   Chicken shop  
17.   Clay machines
18.    Shops for selling products 
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Proposed option 4

11
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Legend:

1.   Entrance  
2.   Drying space
3.   Painting space
4.   Cooking/eating space
5.   Product making space
6.   Clay making space
7.   Storage space for clay products
8.   Raw clay storage
9.   Finished product storage
10. Kitchen
11. Room for storing carbs and product making materials
12. Bathroom and toilet
13. Electric kiln
14. Washyard
15. Poltry farm

16.   Chicken shop  
17.   Clay machines
18.    Shops for selling products 
19.    Storage for clay tools
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Rendered plan for artisans 

Legend:

1.   Entrance
2.   Drying space
3.   Painting space
4.   Cooking/eating space
5.   Product making space
6.   Clay making space
7.   Storage space for clay products and household stuff
8.   Raw clay storage
9.   Finished product storage
10. Kitchen
11. Room for storing carbs and product making materials
12. Bathroom and toilet
13. Open platform
14. Washyard
15. Poltry farm
16. Chicken shop

A rendered plan was taken to the field for the artisan’s family to help them 
understand the plan in more convinient way giving them idea of the materials 
and texture of the specific spaces. 

1

2
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Suggested material palette

A palette was made for the artians by collecting various 
references related to the pottery spaces, studios and activities. 
The palette also gave the reference to the materials that can 
be used for creating desired spaces for the craft by using 
locally available material. The palette gave them the idea 
of how can the stacks be to display their products, how can 
open spaces be treated which can be used as drying as well 
as dynamic display space, what kind of texture does the 
screening will give, how the partition between two spaces can 
be. 
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Discussion with the family

To take the designing of the unit to the execution stage, it was 
important to take the inputs of Yakub bhai and his family. 
The team from DICRC, CEPT University and Manthan 
Education Programme Society, Ahmedabad visited the village 
Gundiyali in October 2017. The major purpose of this visit 
was to discuss the proposed options with Yakub bhai and his 
family so that they give more precise inputs regarding the 
space usage for the particular araft activities. 
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Discussion with Yakub bhai and family

Craft researcher Rishav explaining Yakub bhai the proposed strategies

Team discussing with Yakub bhai and getting inputs from him  
about the upgradation plans

Team discussing with Yakub bhai about the upgradation plans
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Team discussing with Yakub bhai and his family members

Team trying to make Yakub bhai and Sidhik bhai to visualize the 
spaces by talking a walk in his existing spaces

Team member from DICRC interacting and getting inputs from Jamilaben

Discussion with Yakub bhai and family
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Craft spaces
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Domestic
 spaces
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The team having detail discussions on the layouting and services with 
the contractor and artisan 

The team explaining the details in the plan to contractor

Interaction of the team with the artisans and contractor

The team and the artisans having the discussion at CEPT University
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Discussion with the Contactor

After the inputs given by Yakub bhai and his family on the 
final design, the necessary changes were made and a meeting 
was arranged with the Contractor in November 2017. The 
meeting took place in the CEPT University, Ahmedabad. 
In the meeting, the technical aspects were discussed. The 
construction costing, the pumbing lines, electric points were 
taken care of.  
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Detailed drawings

After the inputs given by Yakub bhai and his family on the final design, 
the necessary changes were made and a meeting was arranged with the 
Contractor in November 2017. The meeting took place in the CEPT University, 
Ahmedabad. In the meeting, the technical aspects were discussed. The 
construction costing, the pumbing lines, electric points were taken care of.  
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Work on-site

To take the designing of the unit to the execution stage, it was 
important to take the inputs of Yakub bhai and his family. 
The team from DICRC, CEPT University and Manthan 
Education Programme Society, Ahmedabad visited the village 
Gundiyali in October 2017. The major purpose of this visit 
was to discuss the proposed options with Yakub bhai and 
his family so that they give more precise inputs regarding 
the space usage for the particular craft activities. The team 
of contractors, electricians, plumbers, fabricators and family 
members along with the design and execution team from 
DICRC and Manthan Education Programme Society. 
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Construction of the clay making area, workplace in progress

Testing of the flooring surface of main workspace by adding gheruConstruction of the shop in progress

Work-on site
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Discussion with Fatmaben and Kulsumben on the traditional patterns

Fatmaben trying the plasters on the wall

Application of white colour to try patterns on wall

Trials of the plasters using natural clay colours with the women of the 
family

Work on-site
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Before construction
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After construction | Workplace
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Before construction
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After construction
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